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ABSTRACT 
Now a days, Criminals use various methods for launching 

sophisticated attacks via internet. Most commonly e-mail 

channel is preferred by the attackers for launching phishing 

attacks by sending fake or junk emails. As authors studied due 

to absence of privacy, authentication and integrity of email 

message somewhere SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol) 

lacks security. So, for making more secure email 

communication channel, authors designed a new methodology 

“EEMSM” that is named as Enhanced E-Mail Security 

Mechanism whose function is to provide “Content Base 

Encryption” (CBE) on a simple mouse button click on email 

body before sending email to receiver end. The working of 

EEMSM is based on the type of encryption algorithm applied 

on the type of content carried by email body viz. text based 

content, image based content and audio/video based content 

etc. The motive of this new designed methodology is to keep 

data safe or private from the third party without data stolen on 

the time of data sending on the network. That ultimately helps 

to improve email body content security on the network. This 

paper also discusses about the current scenario used by the G-

mail for sending E-mail. And at the end, authors compares 

how new designed methodology provides more secure results 

than the present scenario.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
E-Mail security is a global security issue [17] now a days 

because of most of the attackers preferred to launch attack 

through several channels. The most preferable channel used 

by the attackers is E-mail channel. They usually launch attack 

through sending fake or junk mails. Some of the popular 

attacks through emails are shown in the given table 1 below: 

Table.1:Growth of Cybercriminal Activites[19] 

 

The reason for choosing E-Mail channel is its maximum 

usage of official data transference. As authors surveyed, most 

commonly they preferred spear phishing method [19][13][6] 

for launching phishing[22] through email [21].  The benefit to 

utilize this method is it is very easy to perform and less time 

consuming. and the additional benefit to utilize this method is 

its simple working that can be only held on a single mouse 

button click. For reducing phishing through email several 

security practitioners [8] are designed new methods and 

strategies in different fields[39]. At first, they surveyed the 

current protocols and methods that are presently uses in E-

Mailing and how they manage its all functionality [39].  This 

survey gives the complete details of Email flow, Email 

Storage and access  at user level or server level by utilizing 

various advanced security tools[15][5]. In addition, email 

management group [39] also gives detailed information about 

the different security policies currently implemented in the 

given scenario like  general email policy and email retention 

policy[38][42] used by the Gmail. After completed their 

studies authors concluded now a days, only 4 web service 

providers are most commonly provide email service like 

Google, Yahoo, Microsoft and AOL [12].The basic principle 

used by every web email service provider is to filter each 

email through its classification on the basis of message bodies 

[7].And the working of Email exchange information is based 

on email server and email client. Each has its own function: 

1. The function of email server is to deliver, store and 

forward. 

2. The function of email client is to provide interface 

and allow users to read, compose, send and store 

email messages. [11] 

While sending email each one follows a simple path SMTP 

(Simple Mail Transfer Protocol) [3] [31] for sending and 

receiving email [43]. Due to lack of privacy and 

authentication on SMTP attackers launch attack on it. For 

stopping spam emails [41] security practitioners [8] mostly 

uses real time monitoring device like CYBEROAM [32]. The 

major purpose to utilize this policy behind this is to fight 

against viruses and spams [4] [38]. So, security practitioners 

[8] generally uses the concept of threat intelligence [9].  By 

utilizing threat intelligence [9] content based encryption [16] 

concept is easily implemented on the time of email sending. 

Such type of content based security can be implemented in 

two separate ends viz. client end and server end [20]. As 

authors studied conventional encryption schemes [10][14][28] 

like lavabit [25] on fortimail platform[37] are missing in 

Gmail Service that is the only reason for easy attack on Gmail 

server. After completed the literature survey from different 

papers, they concluded if content based encryption [16] is 

applied on the metadata of Gmail service [23] then the 

chances of attacks will be reduced up to some context. The 

other benefit of these conventional encryption schemes is it 

provides more tighten security to PGP tools [35] as an 

example in our daily life Gmail users noticed the secondary 

mail option in Gmail account [40] that actually protects us 

form threat prevention[34]. As several types of services are 
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currently provided by our Gmail Team that can be shown in 

table.2: 

Table.2:Nomenclature for Different Types of E-Mail 

Services[25][37] 

 

As studied several types of Gmail Services in table 1 , the 

most common service is used by Gmail Team is Barracuda 

email service[25][37]. The main reason to prefer this service 

is its comprehensive nature and cost effectiveness [33]. 

Similarly, different platforms may uses different types of 

services as an example cloud email service providers uses 

TrendMicroTM[36] like services those have self-capabilities 

for avoiding unwanted messages in the account corresponding 

they also helps to ignore as well as stop spam [18][29] emails. 

For providing national security through email channel authors 

designed a new methodology EEMSM that is termed as 

Enhanced E-Mail Security Mechanism”. This new designed 

methodology uses the concept of “encryption without 

decryption. That shows one way encryption mechanism [24] 

at sender end. The complete working of this new designed 

methodology is only handled at sender end. At first, sender 

choose the category of the mail viz. 

Official,Personnel,Entertainment mail after that apply 

encryption algorithm( AES,DES,SHA-512)[30] on a simple 

mouse button click at sender end. Users may apply different 

types of encryption methods on different type of email content 

viz. text, image and multimedia etc type messages as an 

example for applying multimedia encryption [26] 

compression algorithms plays an important role. The most 

interesting thing is that there is no need to apply decryption at 

receiver end because of when client was log_in in his/her 

account for reading emails then what Gmail User noticed 

when sender entered email in email body then the URL’s [27] 

is auto-saved with the email message body and when receiver 

will be log_in then Gmail user automatically receive that 

specific URL address. Gmail user simple click on that address 

then the cipher text is converted into plaintext. Hence, email 

will become in readable form by following Secure Path 

Communication Channel (SPCC). 

2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
(Chuchra et al. (May 2015): This paper discussed about 

different types of cyber-attacks and proposed a new 

methodology named OTBP-Using RRSA (Operational 

Technology Based Procedure Using Round Robin Scheduling 

Algorithm). This new designed methodology provides a 

secure path during client-server communication by utilizing 

the concept of automatic path encryption on auto-generated 

hash address This paper also discusses about two different 

types of path hacking; viz. on-path hacking and off-path 

hacking by following different mechanisms such as path 

based authorization; path based traversing and path based 

access rules etc.[1]  

(Chuchra, Gujral  and Sharma et al. (Dec 2013): Authors are 

discussed about the major threats of phishing attacks on 

worldwide financial transactions on enterprises. They 

contributed their efforts for analyzing the behavior of attacker 

at client end as well as at server end by proposing two new 

mechanisms viz. port scanning and rule induction. This new 

designed mechanisms may help potentially to reduce phishing 

attacks by analyzing the behavior of attacker during the 

transmission of data from the starting to end point while an 

attacker insert a malicious SQL query as an input to perform 

an unauthorized database operation.[2] 

3. RESEARCH DESIGN 

 

Fig.1: Proposed Client Server Communication- By using 

SPCC. 

4. CURRENT SCNERIO USED BY 

GMAIL FOR SENDING EMAIL 
Table 3: Nomenclature for CESM. 

 
CGS (G_User,Sign_In,Sign_Up,E_Mail) 

Step-1) Go for S_U.   //Account successfully created. 

Step-2) THEN Sign_I.    // User Log_In own account for 

sending E-Mail.   

Step-3) G_U_Click = Compose_Btn.      // for sending email 

(i.e. enter email address of receiver and also entered the 

content on email body). 

Step-4) Finally Click_On:= Send_Button.   //E-Mail Send 

Successfully. 

Step-5) End. 

Current Scenario Drawback: There is no additional security 

is provided at Sender End. 

Current G-Mail Page: 
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5. PROPOSED SCNERIO FOR GMAIL: - 

EEMSM 
At Sender End: 

Table.4: Nomenclature for EEMSM. 

 

EMSM (Sen_E, Rec_E, MBC, S_Up, S_In, E-Cat {OFF, 

PER, ENTER}, Encr_A, SPC) 

Step-1) Go for Sign_Up.    //Account successfully created. 

Step-2) THEN Sign_In.     // User Log_In own account for 

sending E-Mail.   

Step-3) User_Click = Compose_Btn.      // for sending email 

(i.e. enter email address of receiver and also entered the 

content on email body). 

Step-4) After that Sen_Select: = E_Cat {OFF, PER, ENTER}       

// Apply Clustering Algorithm for filtering the emails that 

ultimately store it into a separate cluster. 

Step-5) CHK_EBC :={ TEXT, IMAGE, MULTIMEDIA 

[AUDIO, VIDEO]}.     //check the type of content carried by 

the email body. 

Step-6) THEN APPLY ENCR_A:=On _E_Cat on 

Mouse_Btn_Clicking.       // Hence, The Mail Body Content is 

successfully Encrypted. 

Step-7) Finally Click_On:= Send_Button .   //E-Mail Send 

Successfully. 

Step-8) End. 

 

Proposed Mechanism Advantage: 

It provides an additional security on sender end through 

encryption. 

Proposed G-Mail Page Design- By Using EEMSM: 

 
Table.5: Types of Encryption 

 

 

At Receiver End: 
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Table 6: Nomenclature for EEMSM. 

 

EEMSM ( Sign_In, E_Cat [OFF, PER, MUL],M,EM,OM)                                                                          

Step-1)Sign_In. 

Step-2) SEARCH: = E_Cat [OFF, PER, MUL]// Looking for 

email form available categories.  

Step-3) AFTER THAT CLICK_ON LINK AVAILABLE ON 

EMAIL_BODY with EM. 

Step-4) Automatically M CONVERT FROM EM TO OM. 

Step-5) M:=RF.     //Message read successfully. 

Step-6) END. 

  
6. CONCLUSIONS 
A variety of cyber-attacks on emails have been reviewed and 

analyzed here. It may considerably be reduced by developing 

the mechanism “EEMSM” (Enhanced E-Mail Security 

Mechanism). The complete working of proposed mechanism 

is based on type of encryption algorithm is applied on type of 

content (say text, image, audio, video (Multimedia) ) carried 

by the mail body. This paper also discussed about the current 

scenario used by the G-mail for sending E-mails and after that 

it compares with the proposed mechanism that shows the 

overcome the drawbacks of current scenario used by G-Mail 

and data will be further safely send over the network with 

encryption and can be used further at receiver end without 

decryption. Hence, this enhanced email security mechanism 

provides data safety at sender end (i.e. before sending E-

Mail). 
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